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HUDHUD, A CASE STUDY 
In the background of Tropical Cyclones (TC) 
in Bay of Bengal (BOB) and their Impact on Fisheries 
M.M.Prasad 

Focal Points at a Glance: In this article, the author presents an account of the general changes in climate, the coming up 
of the Hudhud cyclone and on measures that could be implemented for a possible reduction of impacts of cyclonic conditions 
over normal human activities, 

Figure I: Hudhud image at 1040am on 12" 
October 2014 

Source: http:/eoimages. 
gsfc.nasa.gov.images/image  records/84000/ 

84547 (hu dhud_tmo_2014285) Courtesy 
NASA 

Figure II: Hudhud image on 14t  October 
2014 

Source:http:/eoimages.gsfc. 
nasa.gov.images/image  records/84000/ 
84547 (hudhud_tmo_201 4287) Courtesy 

NASA 

Figure III: Hudhud image in Nepal 
Source: http:/ 

eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov.images/image  
records/84000/84547 nepal_ 

amo2014289_front Courtesy NASA 
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Figure IV: An image on the Rainfall Joe to 
Iludhud 

Introduction 

Inter-governmental Panel on Climate 
Change (II'CC) predicts that by the year 
2050 the global annual seawater 
temperature would rise by 0.8 to 2.51 C 
and that sea level would rise by 8 to 25 

• 

Fig:V: Submerged fishing vessels at 
Visakhapatnam fishing harbour I 

cm. Studies forecast that the annual 
average sea surface temperature in the 
hdian seas would increase by 2.0CC to 
3.5C by 2099. Increases in sea surface 
temperature and upper ocean heat 
content make the ocean more conducive 
to tropical cyclone (IC) intensification, 

Fig.VI : Submerged fishing vessels at 
Visakhapatnam fishing harbour II 

while enhanced convective instabilit ; 
renders the atmosphere more favourabJa 
for the growth of TCs. 'the major chang 
in the atmosphere and ocean would occr 
in the eastern BoB, where nearly all maj 
ICs form, these changes are part I 
positive linear trends, suggesting that th' 
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jnteiw' I)' of 	])Ot 	moilSooli 	lN'lt 	I 	)'d\ idea: 	pldtloi m for c\ clones. i)Lintolns is u 	thin 1011km from the 

ç0 It 000 	tO mi I ('051 	in 	the 	Imilciri'. 	I,) 	fOr' coast. 	I he 	Western fl 	(,hats 	are 	a 

light 	of 	the 	alms e 	ohservlron, 	the \\ hilt' the incidence of cyclone" is the strong barrier to winds 
1, 

Cyclone 	I{irdtmud 	and 	it" 	impact 	nit highest 	on the Odisha 	oast, it 	is 

fisher ie 	of \isakhapatr ail 	zone oru      ne tht Andhra Pradesh that has ho I he Arabian 	m cs clone" are mostli 

future courses ot action are discussed brunt of these tropical cvc1onr' 	"o of 	t h e i r 	o S ci 	formation s 	and 

belots far. ecre ra liv move north west, divas 
ft (ITI west roast of India.  

Tropical cyclones (TC) in Bay of Bengal lii' 	Ar abman 	Sea 	is 	it lairs 0i\ 	less 
(BOB) prone to c)i hines in coinpam won to Bav -3 	he Amabrin Sea 15 colder 	t 1 ian the 

of 	Bengal. 	file possible reasons for this flay of Bengal 	,iid this tutor inhibits 

include: the formation and in tend ft cation of 
I he Bay of Bengal (Boll) is i espoilsii'le the rvclonic system 

for 	more 	t req uenm 	and 	cleva" toting -) 	1 )ata available indicate that for every 
tropical cyclones (IC) due to the Bay's four cyclones in the Bay of Bengal, Hudhud 
high 	fertility 	and 	because 	of 	the tlreie is one in the Arabian Sea. 
east coast's flatlands. The IC that forms 
in Bo13 which is 	warm and shallow portion 3 	Nearly all through the year there is a -Tropical Cyclone loot 	I ludhud, 	which 

of the Indian Ocean has a reputation for large-scale 	downward 	wind slammed into India's south-eastern coast 

being unusualls destructive. As a matter moventent over the Arabian Sea and as a category 4 storm on 12 	October 2014, 

of fact. eight of the ten deadliest tropical convection has little likelihood to fits 	the 	trend, 	Bringing 	maximum 

cyclones in history or say twenty six of grow and strengthen into cyclones sustained wind speeds of 217 km (135 

the thirty six most fierce cyclones that miles) per hour, the storm caused at least 

impacted earth took the death toll to a ' 	The Western Chats are high and close 50 deaths, forced hundreds of thousands 

total of more than 2,684,483 lives are to the coast and the entire chain of of people to evacuate, and left a broad 

believed to be because of Bay of Bengal 

storms 	The name of tropical cyclone, Table 1: Chronological order of occurrence of major cyclones in Bay of Bengal 

country affected, year of occurrence in 
SNo I Name of Cyclone and Year of 	Number 	Order of 

chronological order, number of deaths 
country affected Occurrence 	Intensity 

and 	order 	of 	intensity 	based 	on 
based on 

causalities are provided in 	lihle 1. 
causalities  

It should be noted that death counts I 200,000 	IV 
from large killer cyclones are somewhat 2. Sunderbans coast, Bangladesh 1699 	 50,000 	XIII 
uncertain, particularly for those that 3. Hooghly River Cyclone India 1737 	 300,000 	11 
occurred before 1900 and hence further and Bangladesh 
studies are necessitated to consolidate 4. Backerganj (Barisal), Bangladesh 1767 	 30,000 	XX 

the rankings 	The Bay is a zone fertile for 5. Great Coringa Cyclone, India 1789 	 20,000 	XXIII 

the formation of intense storms. The 6. Barisal, Bangladesh 1822 	 50,000 	XII 

"westward wind flow direction" in areas 7. Barisal, Bangladesh 1831 	 22,000 	XXII 

north of a cyclone in the Bay contributes 8. India 1833 	 50,000 	XIV 

to storm surges, an abrupt rise in the sea 9. Coringa, India 1839 	 300,000 	Ill 

level, 	imitating conditions of a mini 10. India 1854 	 50,000 	XV 

tsunami and major water movements 11. Calcutta, India 1864 	 60,000 	Xl 

towards land. Several factors contribute 12. Great Backerganj Cyclone, 1876 	 200,000 	V 

to the destructiveness of Bay of Bengal 
Bangladesh 

storms. 'These are: 
13. Chittagong, Bangladesh 1897 	 175,000 	VI 
14. Bangladesh 1912 	 40,000 	XVII 

Geography is one important aspects 15. Bangladesh 1919 	 40,000 	XVIII 

as 	the 	Bay 	of 	Bengal 	is 	semi 16. Bangladesh 1942 (Oct 14) 	61,000 	IX 

enclosed, and storms that form there 17 	Bengal Cyclone, Calcutta, India 1942 	 40,000 	XVI 

are quite likely to strike land. 18. India 1935 	 60,000 	X 
19. Chittagong, Bangladesh 1963 (May ) 	22,000 	XXII 

Much of the coastline is densely 20. Bangladesh 1965 (May 11) 36,000 	lxx 

populated 	and 	low-lying, 	and 21. Bangladesh 1965 (May 31) 	12,047 	XXVI 

damage tends to be considerable 22. Great Bhola Cyclone, Bangladesh 1970 (Nov 12) 	300,000- 	1 

when storms make landfall. 500,000 
23. Devi faluk, SF India 1977 (Nov 12) 	14,204 	XXIII 

The areas along the coasts of West 24. Lrir, Bangladesh 1985(May 28) 	15,000 	XXIV 

Bengal, Odisha and Andhra Pradesh 25, 	Cyclone 02B, Bangladesh 1991 (May 5) 	138,866 	VII 

are 0150 	flat 	which 	make 	them 26. 	Cyclone Nargis, Myanmar 2008 (May 3) 	138,366 	VIII 

particularly 	vulnerable 	to 	both hiThihnation adopted from:  

inundation from storm surges and 1. FM-DAT, the International Disaster Database 

damage from the cyclonic winds. 2. Ban"lapedja, 	 ( Wikipedia, "Climate change 
BangIaesh" 	by 	Anwar Ali, the Philippine Star, 

impacts and adaptation assessment in 

Warns sea surface temperature is an 3. Encyclopedia of hurricanes, Typhoons 	and Cyclones (1999). by David I ongshore. 
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swath of des truc tioti. Pre lrninarv 
estimates sugget t H. t the storm caused 
more than 9)10 bil1ion ot pi operts damage, 
is h u h would na sc il ucIll lid the Second 
most expense c aLl5iil, tropical al ci clone in 
India's history. In \ isakhapatnani alone 
he storm Uprooted tells ot thousands of 
dciii 	pu it,  s, 	ciiisittg widespread 
blackouts. 11W \loderate Resolution 
Imaging  Spec I rora diotnetei (MOD  N) on 
N 35 A's lena sdtellte icclu1red  this 
hI turd-colourImage ol I ludhud at 10:40

am. 
 

(India Statid,rct I me) 00 October 
12, 2011 and s depicted Ili i igLire I. Iwo 
ctas later, the MDI) l'. on \clua  captured 
hi' lower image, w hi 0 show', remnants 

at the storm coos 1111) into central and 
northern India and Nepal. By October 14, 
21114, the storm h,i 	eakened to a low 
p1 essure 5)56 ni, ac ordillg,  to the India 
\hc'teoiologic at 	I )epartmeni. I feav\ 
i ,itntall and V% nd is ,ii iimgs remained in 
c'ttec I ior fliliar, \e',t bengal, Sikkim, and 
L ttar Pradesh (I'igu re II). 

I hi' storm went thioiigli a period of  
rapid intensification js  it ipproa hO the 
it ,djan coast. I lie hlti, jul. the tail c'ncl 01 

i lcidhiid that hail \isal.liapiinarn oii 12 
lii taller 	2014 	contributed 	to 	an 
a'. alalic he on 10 Dc toner 2014 that killed 
at lea ,,t eight persons in i'hii village in' 
tieiglihouiing Nea1 lie t,l end 01 

lone hit this countni during the height 
O f  tile ,illnria mociiit,i I neu't 'ng season, 
is 'inn adventurer" t rorn ic row the world 
Ittenipi to scale the tallest peaks. I he 
i'. Ott her in mid I )ctohet In general Is clear 
LIT -1d cool, hence, the climbers and their 
Si terpi guides w ei e can glit unawares by 
Ii',' hlizzaicl lhc' blizzard was tollowed 
H Iteivi rains in Nep'l, related possibly 
0 [lie lludhiid is clone oil'. dig.  

i4c ports i rid Ii ate that '-nowta ii topped 6 
eel iii some places. I he mountains, adling 
H spoige, wInce/ed ant nio1sturc as it 

nttecl rip 'nd over tlu'tn, m a process 
'I nu 	'1 	tnt/li, 

 
hit 3 total of 'H people, 

nt tiding trekkeis tto!iI cai ions countries 
cleci.i:iie hluzzaicls and as alanches that 

a 'pt the I l:ia1,iv,, 	\ep,il closed 
irc'kknig root,' cod enct,'ct the cosine 
1 lena lion a tic' r 30 m )i I alit ie 

It s rare to. lrupi,.. '.' c'atlu't cs srem 
'0 ii oduc e snot'. tall PC I, tiowe\ ci, it has 

known 10 1,0cc el,' '' '\-. a matter 01 
1a( 	t. 	his situ a i ott 01 cci in i'd 	in tnt 
1 burn inc Oanus m 14, 	5' '.shic'rein as 
'flu Ii as 3 cit 01 sin''.'. tall recorded un 
,c nioiintatns Of Hest 3 ireinia alter the 

sto' ni made I a n,l tail III Nets lenses. 

Hudhid Damage to Fisheries Sector of 
Visakhapatnam and Adjoining Areas 

Iii \ isakhapatis,i,ic 	nd Ili .djoining  

areas, nearly 29,000 fisher families live. 
t heir incomes are mostly from marine 
fisheries sources. Harvested fish are sold 
by is omen ushers, youth and other family 
nieinhers lit the aftermath of Hudhud 
(as on 23.10 2014) the scenario changed 
and situation became bleak from 
Pcnpi/iui cir'pi ti 	(South 	side 	of 
Visakhapatnam)  to BI'ucein u n pci mcmi. 

(North of Visakhapatnam) where a total 
of 64 fishing villages are located and their 
impact of tropical cyclone was extremely 
drc'adtul. 

the estimated loss in the area was 
nearly Ps. 19.66 crores and 391 craft and 
gear is , ere completely damaged, whereas 

were partially damaged. 2his kind of 
severe tropical cyclone had not been 
seen in Lhe zone in the last 100 sears. The 
post cyclone lone condition of fishers living in 
ham lets 	within 	city 	limits 	of 
Visakhapatnam  Viz., Pr dc/rijri/rii'ipefri, Jalani 
33 id Dci, Out at i iprilein, fablicir eredh I and 

hota . eec/hi was abominable. In view of 
damage to the craft and gear that needs 
,mmc'diate repair, venturing into sea tor 
catching fish was not possible in the zone. 

Fishing harbour 

11w' 	fishing 	harbour 	at 
\'i sa kl ia pa Ina m  has been severely 
d a ni aged due to the tropical cyclone 

1) udhi ctd . I he fishing harbour used to 
provide employment opportunity to 
thousand,, of persons indirectly or 
directly. 	I veryday 	nearly 	650 
mechanised and traditional crafts operate 
for catching  fish from the sea. They catch 

between five to six hundred tonnes of 
prawns per month and also nearly 30,000t 
of fish arc' landed in this harbour (per 
month) I )ue to severe winds of more than 
200 kin speed nearly 900,, of boats were 
da ni a ,ecl. 

Damage to Hatcheries 

Ih' niIra',tructune damage to the 14 
hatcheric,, located in Visakhapatnam 
I)istnic I IS ,-sturnated to he 41.3 million 
ru per's. 1 ritugh only eight haul lend- had 
stock, the toss a inciunted to 114 million 
no, wtb a tiriancial loss of 50 million 
rti tides I he total damage incurred by all 
the 	I 	tot, henies 	located 	in 
3 suklapaluam District has been 
estiii',i t,'rl to hi' 91.5 million rupees 

Contributing Factors impacting Bay of 
Bengal Fisheries 

1. l'nhariced Sea Surface temperatures 
(SST) and Resultant Impacts: 

liii rca Se in \nthrapocenc' (hum an 

activities) is resulting in enhancing the 
levels of carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse' gases in the atmosphere, 

leading to a rise in temperature. This links 
in turn to changes in seawater 
temperature, varying with latitude and 
topography, and to thermal expansion 
and melting of ice caps and sea level rise, 
'The world's oceans are affected by 
changes in precipitation, wind and 
currents, themselves the result of 
geographical differences in temperature 
and humidity of the atmosphere. Thus, 
important oceanic weather systems such 
as the Fl Nido Southern Oscillation 
(l"NSO) and the Indian Ocean monsoon 
will be affected by global warming 
(Vivekanandan and ,leyabaskaran, 2011). 
Now there is considerable scientific 
support on respect of the impacts of 
global climate change on marine 
environments. Regional changes are 
more relevant in the context of ecological 
response to climate change (Clark, 2006). 
Tor the same reason intense studies need 
to be undertaken with local specificity 
such as different areas of Bay of Bengal 
to facilitate development of predictive 
models with high degree of accuracy and 
minimising the error. 

Vivekanandan et a/.(2009a) studied the 
warming of sea surface along the entire 
Indian coast based on the data analyses 
set on sea surface temperature (553) 
obtained 	from 	International 
Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere 
Data Set ([COADS) (ESRL PSL) 
www.(:dc.noaa gos) and 9-km resolution 
monthly 553 obtained from AV[IJ'iR 
satelli Ic rlritri (provided by the N OA A 
NASA at http: podaac.jpi nasa.gov/). 
They found that the SST increased by 
0.2"C along the northwest (NW), 
southwest (SW) and northeast (NE) 
coasts, and by 0.31C along the southeast 
(SE) coast during the 45 year period from 
1961 to 2005. for instance, the annual 
average 9)52 which ranged between 
27.7"C and 28.0"C during 1961-197/6 
increased to 28.7  6 29.0 C during 1907- 
200 	 F' 5 between 9 N, 76 	and 11"N, 77 ha 
(south west rust). ]he warmer surface 
waters (29.0"C-29.2'C) expanded to a scmy 
large coastal area between 8"N, 721" arid 
14'N,75_5('E)  tn the 45 year period. I lie 
cooler waters (25.2'C-23.5'C) in 23"N 681"  
(off aunash tu a Ili the northwest est coast) 
during 1961-1976 disappeared coinpletely 
in the later sears. 	milar pattern cit 
warming was evident in the Bay of Bengal 
too. Based on the trajectory suggested 
by IladE VI) for SR[S A2 scenario 
Vivckanandani et a l., (2009b) predicted that 
the annual average sea surface 
temperature in the Indian seas would 

or' 
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he 	increase by 2.02C to 3.5TC by 2099 
ser 
re, 	2. Climate Changes 
iks 
:er 
	

Inter-governmental Panel on Climate 
nd 
	

Change has projected that the global 
on 	annual seawater temperature and sea 
Se. 	level would rise by 0.8 to 2.5°C and 8 to 25 
by 	cm, respectively by 2050 (IPCC, 2007). An 
id 
	

increase in mean sea level will affect 
of 
	

waves, currents and bottom pressure in 
re 	the near-shore region. In general, an 
is, 	increase in mean water depth will be 

accompanied by an increase in mean 
in 	wave height, resulting in a more severe 
)n 	wave attack on the coast and a greater 
ig 	wave induced littoral drift. Temperature 

measurement is one way to assess ocean 
ic 	variability, and temperature is also an 
Jf 
	

indicator of more complex ocean 
ie 	processes. Changes in temperature are 

related to alterations in oceanic 
al 
	

circulation patterns that are affected by 
changes in the direction and speed of the 

d 
	

winds that drive ocean currents and mix 

y 
	surface waters with deeper nutrient rich 

ii 
	

waters. These processes in turn affect the 
e 	abundance and variety of plankton which 
d 
	

are food for small fish. Many tropical fish 
stocks, for instance, are already exposed 
to high extremes of temperature 
tolerance, and hence, some may face 
regional extinction, and some others may 
move towards higher latitudes. Coastal 
habitats and resources are likely to be 
impacted through sea level rise, warming 
sea temperatures, extremes of nutrient 
enrichment (eutrophication) and invasive 
species 	(Vivekanandan 	and 
Jeyabaskaran, 2011). Most fish species 
have a narrow range of optimum 
temperatures related to their basic 
metabolism and availability of food 
organisms. Being poikilotherms, even a 
difference of 1°C in seawater may affect 
their distribution and life processes. At 
shorter time scales of a few years, 
increasing temperature may have 
negative impacts on the physiology of 
fish because oxygen transport to tissues 
will have limitations at higher 
temperatures. This constraint in 
physiology will result in changes in 
distribution, recruitment and abundance. 
Changes in timing of life history events 
(phenological changes) are expected with 
climate change. Species with short-life 
span and rapid turnover of generations 
such as plankton and small pelagic fishes 
are most likely to experience such 
changes. At intermediate time scales of 
a few years to a decade, the changes in 
distributions, recruitment and abundance 
of many species will be acute at the 
extremes of species' ranges. Changes in 
abundance will alter the species 

composition and result in changes in the 
structure and functions of the 
ecosystems. At longtime scales of multi-
decades, changes in the net primary 
production and its transfer to higher 
trophic levels are possible. Most models 
show decreasing primary production with 
changes of phytoplankton composition to 
smaller forms, although with high 
regional variability (Vivekanandan and 
Jeyabaskaran, 2011). 

The post-monsoon (October-
November) tropical cyclone (TC) season 
in the Bay of Bengal (BoB) has spawned 
many of the deadliest storms in recorded 
history. The intensity of major TCs (wind 
speed > 49m s-I) in the post monsoon BoB 
increased during 1981-2010. It is found 
that changes in environmental 
parameters are responsible for the 
observed increases in IC intensity 
(Balaguru et a!, 2014). Increases in sea 
surface temperature and upper ocean 
heat content make the ocean more 
conducive to TC intensification, while 
enhanced convective instability make the 
atmosphere more favourable for the 
growth of TCs. The largest changes in the 
atmosphere and ocean have occurred in 
the eastern BoB, where nearly all major 
TCs form. As discussed earlier, these are 
positive linear trends, suggesting that the 
intensity of post monsoon BoB-TCs may 
continue to increase in the future. 

3. Carbon Footprints and Their Impact 
on Marine Fisheries 

The studies of Vivekanandan and 
others (2013) have observed that in Indian 
marine fisheries, the enhanced fishing 
effort and efficiency in last half century 
have resulted in substantial increase in 
diesel consumption, equivalent to CO2  
emission of 0.30 million tonnes (mt) in the 
year 1961 to 3.60 mt in 2010. For every 
tonne of fish caught, the CO2  emission 
has increased from 0.50 to 1.02 tonne 
during the period. Large differences in 
CO2  emission between craft types were 
observed. In 2010, the larger mechanised 
boats (with inboard engine) emitted 1.18 t 
CO2/t of fish caught, and the smaller 
motorised boats (with outboard motor) 
0.59 t CO2/t of fish caught. Among the 
mechanised craft, the trawlers emitted 
more of CO2  (1.43 t CO2/t of fish) than the 
gillnetters, bag-netters, seiners, liners 
and dolnetters (0.56-1.07 t CO)t of fish). 
The dire need and the scope to reduce 
CO2  by setting emission norms and 
improving fuel efficiency of marine 
fishing boats is well documented 
(Vivekanandan et a!, 2013). 

The fossil-fuel burning by global  

fisheries is estimated at 42.4 mt, 
representing 1.2-3.5% of global oil 
consumption, releasing nearly 134 mt of 
CO2  into the atmosphere at an average 
of 17 t of C07/t of live weight landed 
product (Tyedmers et a!, 2005; World Bank 
and FAO 2009). Studies on emission by 
marine fishing boats in India (3.6 mt of 
CO2) and fish production from marine 
capture fisheries (3.53 mt) shows that 
India contributes 2.7% and 3.9% to the 
global marine fisheries CO2  emission (134 
mt) and fish production (90 mt) 
respectively (Vivekanandan et a!, 2013). 
Considering global estimate of 1.7 t CO,! 

of live weight landed, India's emission 
intensity (1.02 t CO,!t of fish landed) is 
low by about 40% per tonne of live weight 
landed. 

In the study of carbon footprint by 
marine fishing boats of India, only fuel 
consumption and CO2  emission by fishing 
activity were considered (Vivekanandan et 
a!, 2013). However, other fisheries related 
activities which require energy input, viz., 
boat construction, net fabrication, post-
harvest processing, transportation, etc. too 
need to be considered to get a clear picture. 
The direct fuel energy inputs to fishing 
typically account for a major share of 75-
90% of total energy inputs of the sector 
(Watanabe and Okubo, 1989). Life cycle 
assessment taking into account all these 
activities will provide a holistic estimation 
of carbon footprint by the marine fisheries 
sector (lhrane, 2006). Energy return on 
investment ratio, which is calculated from 
the energy input to edible food energy 
output, will also he useful to calculate the 
energy efficiency of fisheries (Tyedmers, 
2004). 

Considering the scales at which fuel 
is consumed, it is essential that it should 
be addressed explicitly in future fisheries 
planning (Pauly et a!, 2003), both with 
regard to subsidies from which fishing 
fleet benefit and the climate change 
impact of fossil fuels burned by fisheries 
(Tyedmers et a!, 2005). Overfished stocks 
at lower densities and smaller individual 
body sizes require vessels to exert more 
effort, catch greater numbers of 
individual fish, and travel to more distant 
or deeper grounds or fish over a wider 
area, all of which would increase fuel use 
per tonne of landings (FAO, 2008). 

okemec!W Measures to overcome th,.- 
Hud'hud Damage 

Short term plans: 

1. Establishment of damaged fishing 
craft repair and gear (net) mending 
mobile workshops. 
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2. Enhanced frequency training cum 
demonstration programmes with free 
inputs. 

3. Free inputs for post-harvest handling 
and product development. 

4. Creating zone for casuarinas 
plantation in immediate shore areas with 
priority to lowlying areas prone to 
inundation 

Mid Term plans: 

1. Establishment of low cost fish 
processing facility for value-added 
product development employing low cost 
fish. This will be helpful for women fishers 
for ensuring sustainable development. 

2. Installing postharvest fish handling 
infrastructure to help fishers for 
developing entrepreneurial skills among 
fisher youth. 

3. Casuarinas plantation will act as social 
forestry, and its maintenance will 
I enerate employment for fisher youth 
and will also be helpful in negating impact 
of gales and storm surge. 

Long term plans: 

The recent tropical cyclone Hudhud, 
a Grade IV type, is unusual of its kind in 
comparison with previous cyclones. The 
landfall did not occur in the areas where 
there are no mountains, and had 
occurred in places where there are 
mountains. 

A) As a result of the recent l-Iudhud, 
further studies are required into: 

1. Why land fall had occurred, 
especially in mountain terrain? 

fishing methods such as trawling to 
passive methods such as seining, 
lining and gillnetting could be a long- 
term solution. 

It is well demonstrated that, through 
technological improvements, and 
gear modifications in relation to 
behavioural change in fish, the 
fishing sector can substantially 
decrease the damage to aquatic 
ecosystems, reduce GHG emissions 
(which is a legal obligation for 
governments under existing 
international conventions) and lower 
operational costs for fuel without 
excessive negative impacts. 

C). Related planting to grow casuarina 
trees all along east coast with a width of 
400-500 meters from shore area. This 
needs immediate implementation. The 
long term benefit is that the impact of 
storm surge will be lessened. This will 
help reduce the damage. 

D) Changes in infrastructure design, 
namely semicircular and semi-global 
structures with gaps for gale passage to 
sustain permanent damage should be 
done. 

E) Better weather forecasting systems 
with enhanced accuracy should be 
adopted. 
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Tamil Nadu Fisheries University 
(TNFU) in association with the World 
Aquaculture Society (WAS) is conducting 
a Workshop on vannamei farming on 24th 
January 2015. The major topics to be 
discussed at the event would include: 

a) Mixotrophic Systems 

b) Effective Disease management 
Protocols 

c) Lessons / Success stories from 
other vannamei farming countries for 
INdia to learn 

d) Biofloc and Periphyton driven 
vannamei farming systems. 

For more information and to register, 
please follow the advertisement on page 
21. 


